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Abstract: 
The statistical 7-ray muMplicity distributions following the reactions 
l M Dy( 3 He,aæn) 1 6 2 -*Dy and 1 7 3 Yb( 3 He,axn) l "-*Yb have been studied. The 
mean value (M) and standard deviation tr^f have been extracted as functions 
of excitation energy. The method is based on the probability distribution of 
A:-fold events, where an a-particle is observed in coincidence with signals in 
k 7-ray detectors. Techniques for isolating statistical 7-rays and subtracting 
random backgiound, cross-talk and neutron contributions are discussed. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS , M D y ( 3 H e , a x n ) I M " D y and 
, 7 3 Yb( 3 He,a;rn) m -*Yb, E = 45 MeV; measured £ , , / 7 , o-r-coin. rates as 
functions of Ea. Deduced mean value (M) and standard deviation tru of the 
statistical multiplicity distribution as functions of Ea. Enriched targets, Cr, 
Nal, Si detectors. 



1 Introduction 
A challenge within nuclear spectroscopy is the study of nuclear properties as 
a function of temperature or intrinsic excitation energy. As the temperature 
rises, a number of thermodynamic phase transitions are expected to occur, 
like the collapse of pairing correlations or various shape changes. A transition 
from an ordered to a chaotic state is also believed to take place some MeV 
above the yrast line. 

Our approach has been chosen in order to isolate temperature effects. 
By employing light-projectile transfer reactions with one charged ejectile, 
thermal degrees of freedom are excited with low spin transfer. 

The systems studied have been axially deformed rare-earth nuclei. Due to 
their relatively high nucleon numbers (A ~~ 160 - 170), a thermodynamic ap
proach is assumed to represent a good approximation. The deformed average 
field produces a quite uniformly spaced single-particle level spectrum. It also 
introduces new degrees of freedom, for instance the possibility for collective \ 
rotation, which give rise to fairly high level densities at low excitation ener
gies, as compared to the spherical case. These factors reduce the importance 
of the detailed single-particle orbital structure near the Fermi level, and wash 
out individual features of the different nuclides, stressing their more general 
statistical properties. The regularity of the rotational bands found at low 
excitation energy in axially deformed nuclei also makes it easy to monitor 
the populated spin distributions. 

With an experimental set-up designed for recording 7-rays and eject i les 
in coincidence, every 7-transit ion can be related to a uniquely determined 
initial excitation energy. 

At high temperatures and low spin, collective E2- transit ions are too slow 
to compete efficiently with dipole decay. The 7-ray cascade in general starts 
with a number of dipole transitions, bringing the nucleus down to the vicinity 
of the yrast line. The non-collective, so-called statistical dipole transitions 
are on an average far more energetic ( (£ , ) = 2 - 3 MeV) than the rota
tional transitions along the yrast line ({£,) < 0.5 MeV), and the two main 
components are clearly separated in the 7-spectra. 

Thr statistical 7-decay pattern, measured as a function of excitation en
ergy, is expected to reflect the evolution of various nuclear properties with 
trinprrature. A number of quantitative aspects of this decay pattern can be 
described by means of the statistical 7-ray multiplicity distribution p( M, E,) 
With a minimum of nuclide-specific features, irregularities in its rentroid 
or shape parameters as functions of excitation energy may indicate general 
«trurtural changes Examptes of such may be thermodynamic phase transi
tions, introducing new excitation modes, or giving rise to steps in the nuclear 
Irvrl density Other possibilities are the opening of new decay channels Thr 
• •nsrt <>f neutron rvaporation is known to be rrflrrtrd very spectacularly in 
thi- Avrra*** 1 multiplicity l| The effective quenching of various «election 
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rules, a phenomenon closely connected to the predicted order-chaos transi
tion in heated nuclei, is also believed to influence the centroid and width of 
the multiplicity distribution. 

Experimental setups including a multidetector array for observing 7-rays, 
rombined with one or more particle telescopes, facilitate detailed investiga
tions of the 7-ray multiplicity distribution. The probability P/, of A:-fold 
events, defined as events where 7-rays simultaneously are detected in k 7-
counters and in coincidence with the charged ejectile, contains information 
about the distribution p(M,Ex): 

fl,(£,) = ^Cm-p(M,Ex), (1) 

where the coefficients CMk depend upon the characteristics of the 7-detector 
array. 

For multidetector spectrometers with total solid angles significantly below 
4ir, no method has as yet been found to extract the multiplicity distribution 
p{M,Eg) directly in a general and reliable way. However, mathematical 
techniques are available for determining the average multiplicity (M) and 
the higher central moments, which describe the shape jf the distribution. 
The formalism needed in this kind of investigations was first described in ref. 
'2\, and has been developed further by several authors [3, 4, 5j. A method 
ensuring rapid convergence has been presented in ref. [6], 

Earlier, this technique has mainly been used to extract spin distribu
tions after heavy-ion collisions, as first demonstrated in ref. [2], without 
distinguishing sharply between rotational and cooling transitions. Attempts 
to deduce the average number of statistical 7-rays have been made by fit
ting functions of the type iVoF*exp(-&,/T) to the statistical tail of ti. • 
7 -spectrum, as in ref. (7j. 

In this work, we have endeavoured to isolate the central moments if the 
statistical multiplicity distribution directly. 

Prrvumsly, we have only been able to extract the approximate average 
multiplicity (\f) at the excitation energy E,, using the formula [ij 

£>>•(£.) = (M)n„. (2) 
*:' 

The proportionality factor Utat is here the total effective solid angle of thr 
t detection setup 

Tht* expression is only valid for UM • • 1 For larger tohd angles, it 
brrnmr» necessary to consider higher-order effect» in ft(H and to utilise thr 
formula (t) in full Simultaneously, the improved statistics with IT*prel 
l" multiple fold coincidences offers the opportunity to estimate the higher 
. entml moment» nf the multiplicity distribution 

Fh<- mran value \t and the standard deviation rf« of the statistical mul 
tipiniiv ihtlnhutton have been computed *-« function» -»f excitation rnrriry 



for the reactions 1 6 3Dy( 3He,axn7) and 1 7 3Yb{ 3He,azn7). The measurements 
have been performed utilizing the CACTUS crystal ball at the Oslo Cyclotron 
Laboratory [8]. 

Relating the fold distribution Pk{Ex) to the multiplicity distribution p(M, Ex) 
is in itself a rather complex combinatorical problem. The actual experimental 
determination of the central moments of the statistical multiplicity distribu
tion must also necessarily involve algorithms for distinguishing between cool
ing and rotational 7-transitions and dealing with undesired background and 
other systematic error sources. A considerable part of this paper is therefore 
dedicated to the more technical aspects of our investigation. 

Finally, the extracted quantities (M) and &M are presented as functions 
uf ex; nation energy, together with a discussion of the physical information 
found in the results. 

2 Experimental method 
The experiment was carried out with 45 MeV 3He projectiles accelerated by 
the MC-35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The self-supporting l 8 3 Dy and 
1 7 3 Yb targets, isotopically enriched to purities of 97% and 92%, had thick
nesses of 1.5 and 2.0 mg/cm 3, respectively. The multidetector system CAC
TI'S, designed in order to yield a high particle-7 coincidence rate, comprised 
28 5"x5" Nal(Tl) and 2 Ge 7-detector» in combination with 8 Si particle 
telescopes [8j. The frame of the 7-detector array is a truncated icosahedron, 
consisting of 12 pentagonal and 20 hexagonal subframes. 

The charged particles were detected by means of the particle telescopes 
placed at an angle of 45° with respect to the beam direction. Each tele
scope consisted of one Si front detector and one Si(Li) end detector with 
thicknesses of 150 and 3000 /ira, respectively, and was equipped with a 15 
;im Al absorbator for stopping low-energy ^-electrons. The total solid an-
Kle of the telescopes was 0.5 sr, and the energy resolution was 300 kcV In 
order to rnsure that each 7 ray observed could be related to a unique and 
mrrrrtty determined initial excitation energy in the product nucleus, only 
particle signals fulfilling certain conditions were accepted [8] The ejectiles 
were rrrordrd both as singles and in coincidence with 7-rays. 

The 7-rays were registered only in coincidence with acceptable particlr 
ognaU The 28 Nal(Tl) detectors h*d a joint energy resolution of 6% at I 
MrV And a total effective solid angle of 10 - 12% when applying a lower 
threshold of B^mm - 430 keV and subtracting random coincidences (%rr 
«retmn 4 4) The time intervals between the particle and the individual 7-ray 
MK nals were measured and stored, for subsequent background subtract, on 
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3 The formalism 

The central moments of the 7-ray multiplicity distribution p(M,Ex) can be 
extracted by means of the probability distribution of k-fold coincident events. 
The probability Pk for observing a fc-fold event, where 7-rays simultaneously 
are registered in k detectors and in coincidence with the ejectile, is connected 
to the multiplicity distribution p{M) through the relation [5j: 

Pt{E.) = ZP(M.E*) ( * ) D - D ' " " ( n ) ( 1 ~ { N ' n ) " ) M ' ( 3 ) 

with k ranging from 0 to N. Here N is the total number of 7-detectors, and 
fi the effective solid angle of each detector. 

The above set of equations can be solved by transforming it into a new 
set where the quantities Pk are expressed by means of the central moments 
th E M p{M){M - (M)Y of the multiplicity distribution. The resulting set 
i»f equations are given as (6, 9]: 

The probability Gn for at lea*t [N - n) specific 7-counters not to participate 
m .'tn rvrnt, in a hnear combination of the probabilities Pk 

° - s ( : )(*)"*• 
and y„ ia defined a» ln(l - (JV - n)fl). For j - 1 - 3, the so-called cumuUnth 
*, of the distribution arc equal to the central momenta p., 

Ft.r most existing detector array», y„ • <- i, and the series on thr right 
hand 91de of rq. (4) therefore converges rapidly. Since the left-hand stdr in 
rxprraard by the known experimental quantities P*. and each yn is approx-
tinatrly constant for a given detector array, (he parameters K} can raaily b<-
drtrrminrd by filling a polynomial of order ) m m ^ 1 {}mma ' n^ M ) in y„ lo 
thr point» ty*. ^- *̂  ) by the least-square method 

Thr number n,**, > 1 points included in the fit, and the order j„m, (<• 
which thr centra) moment* t*} can be determined, are limited by the stall» 
ti« nl material available Oar data have proven adequate to rxtract thr two 
Inwrst central moments of ihe multiplicity distribution with good statistical 
rrhrthility the arerngr multiplicity p, \f and the vananre /ij ft\f, 
**\t bf'tng *hr standard devtattcr. In pear lire, we have minimized the rxprr» 
*i..n 

^•(UnK»\*> y,> V y , | t ' M 2)l' 
.r^ «'llnKr'J y-1 
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with respect to (M) and a2

M, for all excitation energy bins. The quantities 
s(\n(Gn)/yn) are the uncertainties of the numbers \.n(Gn)/yni calculated from 
the statistical uncertainties of the probabilities Pj,. We have chosen nmax = 5, 
since this is the highest fold where the coincident a-spectrum is statistically 
meaningful. 

The average statistical 7-multiplicity (M) and the standard deviation <rw 

of the multiplicity distribution, calculated according to the formalism de
scribed above, have been displayed in fig. 1 as functions of excitatiDn energy 
for the two reactions 1 8 3 Dy( 3 He,axn7) l 6 2 -*Dy and m Y b ( 3 H e , a x n 7 ) m - I Y b . 

The quantities Pk used as input for extraction of the central moments 
shown in fig. 1, must reflect the true probability of k 7-detectors being hit 
by pliotons arriving directly from the reaction site. Therefore, it has been 
necessary to apply a number of elaborate correction procedures to the raw 
data. These techniques are presented in detail in section 4. 

The physical interpretation of the results is discussed in section 6. 

4 Extraction of clean fc-fold a-spectra 
The experimental probabilities Pk{E*) for exactly k 7-detectors to absorb 7-
rays in an event, are obtained from the A-fold a-particle energy distributions 
ME,) 

*<*•> = £# f f e ' 
where the spectra Ft, contain the number of a-particle» recorded in coinci
dence with clean 7-ray hits in exactly k 7-detectors. 

En order to yield correct value» for the central moments of the multiplicity 
distribution, the experimental data have to fulfill a number of conditions: 

The eflectivr solid angle fi of each 7-deteclor must be a constant, inde 
pendent of 7 energy (sec subsection 4.1) 

In order to obtain the clean probabilities P*(£,) for statistical A:-fold 
events, it i» also necessary to remove contributions from rotational transi
tion* (see *uhtrclion 4.1). random coincidences (4.2), cross-talk (4 3), neu
trons (1 .1} and target im pan tie» from the f» spectra The last problem has 
t>een solved simply by malting the ( 3He,a) reaction on targets «nth the sarnr 
> heniicai composition as the impurities on the main target, and subtracting 
the resulting fc fold spectra. 

4.1 Discrimination of low-energy v rays 
fhr t.,t*] pffrrtive solid angle f ) M ( £ , ) of a N*1(T1) crystal » known to de 
. rensr with ruins; 7 energy up to £ , == S MeV Since m*wil of the »tati*tiral 
•» r*y enrrny distribution fall» below this point, this will r««»e an orrTwriithi 
in* of i-Â t-̂ dr̂  with high multiplicity and low average t energy, and increase 



the yields in the higher-fold a-spectra. This will lead to a distortion of the 
extracted multiplicity distribution. It is possible to obtain an approximately 
constant software modified effective solid angle Q by accepting only hits that 
deposit an energy amount in the crystal exceeding some lower limit Er>min. 
Hence, if totally ktot ^-detectors are hit, and only fc> detectors absorb an 
energy amount above £ 7 i m j n , the event is defined as a ft>-fold coincidence. 
In the present work, this limit has been chosen as £ ^ i m i n = 430 keV. In this 
way, the fraction of Compton-scattered photons excluded will decrease with 
increasing £-,, and cancel the drop in the total absorption cross section. The 
effective solid angle ft obtained with a sharp threshold still retains a weak 
^-energy dependence. The consequences of this is discussed briefly in section 
fi 1. 

The discrimination limit also solves another problem, namely the isolation 
of the statistical 7-rays removing thermal energy. At least for well-deformed 
heavy nuclei at low spin ( / < 10 A), the rotational and the cooling transitions 
ar<* well separated in the 7-spectra, with the former component located below 
/•,\ --. 400 500 keV. 

4.2 Subtraction of random coincidences 
In an apparent n-fold event, a number of detector hits ranging from 0 to 
n ttiay be due to background radiation accidentally falling within the 0,7 
coincidence timing aperture. 

In order to correct for the background of random coincidences, one prompt 
and one nnn prompt window are defined with respect to the t ime difference 
between the detection of the eject ile and the 7-ray. Radiation observed out 
M<lt* these time gates ha» been disregarded. The background subtraction Tor 
ft Md events 1» performed in an n-dtmensional time spectrum with axes l l t 

h- '«. referring to the n participating detectors ordered according to llieir 
Ubrl* The n 7 ray» involved have be^n divided into two group» of <ip and 
fi„ photons, which arrive within the prompt and the non-prompt timing win
dow, rrsprriivrly The n dimensional time spectrum 1* partitioned into 2** 
n dimrnaiono) window», each corresponding to a specific distribution of the u 
nmnlrr* on the two original l-dimensiona) window», a» illustrated in tablr 1 
f>>r two fold rvrnts The time spectrum for two-fold o incidenre» 1» displayed 
in !ig 2 

Pur to the background underlying the prompt peak, any of thr np prompt 
•> r«»y» may hr either random or true, white the n n non-prompt «ne» arr 
•dl tv** 11 in r d to be random The ensemble of {nw,nn) events then contain* 
• "(Unbutton* fmm rmncidencrs comprised by m true and n m random 
-. my^. with m ran^inc from 0 to np Throughout this >ub»eciion. the term 
'trur rrfrr-* t" photon* originating (mm the »«tme nuclear reaction a* thr 
r»M>.rd*'d rjretde. mtardlr** of po*.iihlr Cnmpton «CAI tering 

|r 1 in br •th.'wn that thr number A C ->( true m (old try mmrtdriti n 



among the apparent n-fold events is obtained as a linear combination of the 
yields in different time spectrum windows: 

The quantity Nni„p is the number of apparent n-fold events with prompt 
signals in np counters. In order to isolate the contribution from true in
fold coincidences, we start by considering the time spectrum windows with 
Jij. - m, which contain events with maximum m true 7-ray hits. Events with 
less than m true 7-rays occur in the same windows as underlying background 
relative to the peak or ridges formed by the m-fbld coincidences (see table 1). 
These background contributions are estimated by means of the yields in the 
windows with np = (m — 1),...,0. The coefficients ( — l ) m - n » ( *~^ ) ensure 
proper subtraction of the various types of background events. The factor 
2" m compensates for the m-fold events concealed in windows with np > m 
and subtracted ( 2 n _ m - l ) times as background with respect to events with 
more than m true photons. The symbols wp and wn represent the widths of 
the prompt and the non-prompt time window, respectively, and the factor 
I wpj wn ) n n* normalizes all the windows to th .- same volume in n-dimensional 
time space. In order not to magnify already existing statistical fluctuations, 
the ratio wp/wn should be minimized. 

The true m-fold coincident spectrum 5 m is then given by: 

In the sorting procedure, this it achieved by incrementing the spectrum S"* 
with a number of count» equal to (- l)m~***2',~m(uip/u\1)'*~',F ( •" - ) p a c n 
timr an n-fold event with n p prompt photon» is found. 

4.3 Correction for cross-talk contributions 
Cross talk between two or more 7-detector* will also add to the apparent 
fold number and thus increase the yield m the higher-fold spectra Only 
events where the active detector» arr hit by 7-rays arriving directly from thr 
reaction site, are of interest By means of the method described below, *r 
"Mam an approximate removal of apparent m-fold events contaminated by 
<>>mptnn scattering 

We have investigated the amount of cross-talk as a function of the anglr 
J between two detectors The cross-talk contribution 1» found to be iignifi 
< *nt "nly hetwrrn adjacent (fl =5 36") and irmiadjarent (,'? =r 72") counter» 
I"his is demonstrated for the 2 fold events in table 2 Here the number of 71 
...incidence* »« deteetnr pair» with piren mtefdetector Anftle ,-) have been nor 
rmdi/ed relative t.> the Keometncal nrrnttrnrr of I wo detector rnnfiguratlon* 



with this ii value. The contributions from opposite detectors (/? = 180°) can 
be neglected due to the small number of such configurations. 

Each event recorded is then classified according to the relative geomet
ric location of the 7-detectors participating, and a&signed a label m;ij, m 
being the apparent fold number. The indices i and ,;' are the numbers of 
semi-adjacent and adjacent pairs, respectively, found among the m(m — l}/2 
different pairs that can be selected among the m detectors. Examples of such 
detector configurations and their classification are depicted in fig. 3. 

A separate coincident ejectile spectrum, in the following denoted as S^(Er), 
is generated for each category rn;ij as described in eq. (9). Contributions 
from events with apparent fold number n > m have been treated in the fol
lowing way: Apparent n-fold events with m prompt hits have naturally been 
assigned the configuration label m; i,j obtained by disregarding the (n - rn) 
non-prompt hits. For apparent n-fold events with (m-1 ) or fewer prompt 
hits, we have no way of knowing for which configuration group they should be 
subtracted as background. We therefore construct all the ( "l^J ) 771-fold co
incidences obtainable by excluding (n - m) of the non-prompt signals. Each 
possibility is then weighted by the factor ( *~^ J" 1. For each m-fold con
figuration selected among totally n detectors, the configuration group m;ij 
is determined, and the spectrum S™ is incremented with a number of counts 
equal to ( - l ) m n'2nm(wPlwn)n'n'. 

The geometric probability G^ for an m-fold event to belong to a given 
group m.ij, is easily computed by counting the number of different real
izations of this configuration type. When the experimental yield» S™ are 
compared to the corresponding theoretical quantities 1?"', spectra recorded 
in roinridrncr with one or more pairs of neighbouring counter», are substan
tially enhanced dur lo crow-talk, a* shown in table 3 

The true fold number k for these exce»* events (the number of detector* 
.tl)Hort>ing unscattrrrd vrays) ** ^qu*l to (m - /}, m bring the apparent fold 
fiiiffiber arid / (/ - 0) the number of 7-rays scattered into otherwise maettve 
.leteclor» 

Thr number t\( E,) of true Jfe fold event» can be expressed 

n '? I F ; » * ft * do! 
where f'l M thr mntnbution f mm thr >"**' spectra, with / of the stgunU 
"fitonrttinx from cross talk Smcr the yield fall» dramatically with increasing 
'••Id number ( F£ F» = 2 3%), we h»»e neglected contribution» with / * 

The zrroth order term F% equal» 

V <7* 
n >« 7.» "• HU 

wber-- ihe «pert rum ^ is ass timed to be free from rfr.ss talk The irqr A 
M d vtrid from all jv'tsihlr k \) n.on««fj*t|.>n* is then ohtainetl by multiplying 
wild ' he ijeoinetrt.' .orfertioft fart of U . .* '* . ' ' ^ 



The first-order contribution F£ Js defined by 

+ isf„ + i 

The two terms represent the number of events where exactly one 7-ray is 
scattered into another adjacent or semi-adjacent detector, respectively: The 
spectra .̂ 'oi*1 and S^1 are accumulated in coincidence with detector combi
nations allowing at m ist one scattering. The probability for single cross-talk 
between a pair of (semi-) neighbours is proportional to the excess in the sptc-
tra S^1 and S^1 relative to the cross-talk-free spectrum S"^1 normalized 
to the same number of geometric configurations. These diiference spectra are 
finally normalized to the total number of possibilities for a single scattering 
to take place in a {k + l)-detector configuration. 

In fig. 4, the spectra S* and S 3 (summed over all configurations i,j) are 
displayed with the contributions from 0, 1 and 2 interdetector scatterings 
shown in different shades. 

The occurrence of cross-talk between semi-neighbours turns out to be 
- 10 limes smaller than between neighbours. For k > 4, the data from 

configurations of the k; 00-type are insufficient to provide re bable information 
about the spectrum shape. Wc have therefore considered explicitly only 
Mattering between adjacent counters. The spectra 5^, and S£, have been 
replaced by the quantities 5*, + (I ~ $ ) £ . > o S . o «uid 5£, f (I å)^,.0S^. 
with f< being a small positive number. Since cross-talk is found to be present 
m about 3% of the events including at least one pair of semi-neighbours, 
but no neighbours, wr have used 6 = 0 03 The exact choice of 6 turns nut 
to havr only a minor influence on the results, since this approximation it> 
.tpphrtl "fily for the highest .Sid» where the relative statistical uncertainties 
i\rr Inrgt* 

Th*- i) fold sprctrum is extracted according to 

F0 S^u, H- S^- 03 J 

with s'„>iat*i bring the «ingles rjectlle spectrum, rernreVd with no rnincidrni «-
f-ipiirrinrnt» 

K->r (hi* r ros* talk subtraction procedure to be valid. Angular correlation! 
-wiwng thr «tatuitira) > ray* mant be ftrguipblr (- 1 2%) Thw can »*frly 
b*« **«umrd to br ihr r Aur hete, since the rn*«Tnh|r of drcAytng nuf In aft^r 
thr I ' U r n ) fraction arr only weakly aligned, and the nuiturr of «trrtrhrd 
And un*trrt«hrd •» transition:» pmdurr» A nearly inotropic angular di«inbu 
tinn furthermore, rvru with ihr rpJtfirii<»n» <»n *.) during th*- «-nn^truMi'.n 
• •f thr , r"** t*lk frrr *p«-, ira. po»<tih|f remaining t-orrHation* will b#- «if<>nfil> 

J 1 0 

" 0 0 

.?Sii *t 

G?„ + 
( 1 2 ) 
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attenuated due to the summing over a large selection of fc-fold detector con
figurations distributed fairly evenly in space. 

4.4 Determination of the effective solid angle Q 
In order to deteimine the central moments by means of the formalism of 
section 3, the effective solid angle Q for each Nal detector must be known. 
Unfortunately, this quantity cannot be measured precisely once and for all. 
The value of SI is in fact sensitive to various experimental conditions, such 
as details of the signal processing setup, the random coincidence rate and 
the width chosen for the prompt time window, and may change from one 
experiment to the next. It is therefore necessary to estimate ft for each spe
cific experiment. This has been done by calculating the average multiplicity 
(M) by means of an alternative, ^-independent method, applicable for exci
tation energies below the neutron threshold Bn. Consistency is then required 
between the two sets of (M) values. 

This second method [10] utilizes the set of total 7-spectra Py,tot registered 
in coincidence with a-particles corresponding to a series of excitation energy 
bins with 0 < E^ < Bn. Each raw 7-spectrum is corrected with respect to 
the detector response function. The resulting full-energy spectrum contains 
the energy distribution of all transitions in the cascades depopulating the 
excitation interval of interest. The total 7-ray multiplicity of such a cascade 
is simply given by the average initial excitation energy {££) of the bin, divided 
by the average 7-ray energy .(Ey) of the spectrum: 

<*->=!§• ^ 
The expression for the multiplicity (Msut) of statistical (cooling) transitions 
is somewhat more complicated: 

(•M«.t; 77= r—- (15) 

The average amount of excitation energy removed by the cooling transitions 
is (Ei) — (Erot), where (E,*) is the average excitation energy of the entry 
point into the ground band. This quantity is determined by studying the side-
feeding into the various ground band states, extracted from the coincident 
Ge detector 7-spectra. A value of (ETM) = 0.4 MeV has been found for 
both reactions 1 MDy(*He,o) and '"Yty'He.a). The number (E,,M) is the 
average energy of the statistical 7-transitions, here defined as transitions with 
£-, > -E,.».*! = 430 IrftV (see subsection 4.1). 

The fl value for earu experiment has been computed by minimizing the 
squared difference between the two average multiplicity spectra in the region 
E, = 3 - 8 MeV. For higher excitation energies, eq. (15) is no longer valid, 
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since part of the energy loss is due to neutron emission. For Ex < 3 MeV, the 
presence of strongly populated isomers may give rise to serious systematic 
errors. The multiplicities extracted using the two methods will be affected 
differently, and a numerical comparison will be less relevant (see section 6.1). 
The values of ft determined are 0.0042±0.0002 and 0.0036±0.0003 for the 
reactions 1 6 3Dy( 3He,o:7) and 1 7 3Yb( 3He,a7), respectively, giving total solid 
angles of (11.8±0.6)% and (10.1±0.8)% for the CACTUS array. 

4.5 Correction for neutron contributions 
Due to the poor time resolution of the Nal(Tl) detectors and their prox
imity to the target, we have not been able to discriminate between 7-rays 
and neutron hits. Thus, an apparent fc-fold event may involve fe, detectors 
responding to 7-rays and k„ = k — ky detectors solely hit by neutrons. 
The fold probability Pjf" found after removing cross-talk contributions and 
time background is therefore the sum of probabilities for detecting ky 7-ray 
hits and kn = fc - L, neutron hits simultaneously [11]: 

PfiE.) = £ P^(EX)P^(E,). (16) 
ky=Q 

Here P^ is the fc^-fold probability measured by a N-detector setup for pure 
7-ray events with a multiplicity distribution p{M), as given in eq. (3). Fur
thermore, P£ k is the probability for k„ otherwise inactive detectors to be 
hit by neutrons when ky of the N detectors have already registered 7-rays: 

EP"(M- E.) ( " ^ ) EX-1)*-"" ( ̂  ) (1 - (N - fc, - «JO,)", (17) 

with kn ranging from 0 to N - ky. Here Un is the effective solid angle of each 
detector with respect to neutron absorption, and pn{Mn,Ea) is the neutron 
multiplicity distribution as a function of excitation energy. 

[f the quantities Qn and pn{M*t £») are known, the neutron fold proba
bilities P^j^{Er) can be calculated directly. When this is done, it is trivial 
to solve the set of equations (16) with respect to the 7-ray fold probabilities 
P t\ These are finally used as input data {Pk = PHy) when fitting the central 
moments (A/) and <rM as described in section 3. 

The neutron absorption solid angle fl^ and the shape of the 7-ray spec
trum following neutron capture has as yet not been measured for our 5"x5" 
Nal(TI) detectors A rough estimate, based on an interpolation of the num 
hers found in rrfs [3, 12, 13], gives ft„ - (0 15 - 0 25)fl, dependent on the 
nnitr<<n energy distribution As a first Approximation, we have assumed a 
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constant effective solid angle Qn = 0.20. The neutron multiplicity distribu
tion pn{ Mn, Ex) has been determined by means of the intensity of the ground 
band transitions of the various isotopes, measured with the Ge detectors. 

Final true fc-fold spectra with k = 0 - 3 from the reaction 1 8 3 Dy( 3 He,a) 
are displayed in fig. 5. 

In fig. 6 the central moment spectra for the reaction I f l 3Dy( 3He,a) are 
shown before and after correcting the data with respect to neutron contribu
tions, as sketched above. 

The main difference between the central moment spectra before and af
ter removal of the neutron contributions is a slight reduction of the average 
multiplicity above Ex — Bn. This effect is approximately proportional to 
the number of neutrons emitted, and therefore makes the multiplicity drops 
associated with the successive neutron thresholds more pronounced. The 
corrections produce only minor changes in the standard deviation spectrum 
(7M(E*), but give a somewhat increased relative width tTM/(M)y especially 
in regions with competing neutron channels. The presence of neutroa contri
butions to the fold probabilities is expected to lower this ratio, since there is 
a negative correlation between the neutron and 7-ray multiplicities: A large 
number of emitted neutrons is on an average followed by a small number of 
.statistical 7-rays, and vice versa. 

5 Direct extraction of the multiplicity dis
tributions below the nev.tron threshold 

For excitation energies below the neutron threshold, it is possible to extract 
the multiplicity distributions p{Mt Em) using the information contained in the 
•>.spectra. The method is based on the assumption that the decay properties 
<>f the nuclear states in any given excitation interval are independent of the 
mode of population. More specifically, the 7-ray decay pattern from a fixed 
excitation bin should be the same whether it is populated directly by the 
nuclear reaction or by a 7-transition from some higher excitation energy 

This situation is to a very good approximation realized at least for excita-
tmn energies above Ea •>- 3.5 - 4 MeV, where a change in the general 7-decay 
pattrrn occurs (14) The disappearance of favoured discrete decay route» in
dicates the onset of strong configuration mixing. Above this threshold the 
nuclear states arr believed to be complex superpositions of a large number 
of components, involving all available degrees of freedom Granted that the 
nucleus has time to thermalize before 7-emission, the selectivity of the pop
ulating reaction will only influence the choice of entrance component, while 
Ihr nucleus may decay through any cotrj^nent present in the wave functmn 
Thi* ensures a decay pattern which is independent of the entrance channel. 
.and "ti lv restr icted by the selection rule* w i th respect to "flrxid" t| ll An t imt 
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numbers as /* and possibly K. 
For the above condition to be fulfilled, it is also necessary that the / * ( # ) 

distributions populated by the nuclear reaction only vary slowly with excita
tion energy. If a discontinuity exists, the I*{K) distribution produced by the 
reaction may be different from the one resulting from a primary transition 
ending up at the same excitation energy. Since the 7-decay is assumed to 
be dominated by El radiation, which toggles the parity for each step of the 
cascade, the population of positive and negative parity states should prefer
ably be approximately equal at all excitation energies. The spin distribution 
registered after the ( 3He,a) reaction at the beam energy £( 3 He) = 45 MeV 
and scattering angle B = 45°, is found to be essentially unchanged in the 
entire region Ex ^ I - 8 MeV [lj. Direct experimental measurements of 
the distributions of the other quantum numbers (IT and K) are difficult to 
perform. However, simple DWBA calculations predict a stable approximate 
symmetry between the two parities, and no strong discontinuities in the K 
distribution as a function of excitation energy. 

Granted population mode independence, a series of first-generation spec
tra P\(E*X, E-,) can be extracted, each representing the energy distribution 
of the primary 7-decay from the corresponding Ex bin. This is done by 
means of a subtraction procedure, described in detail in rcf. [15], The first-
generation spectra measure directly the probability for the first 7-transit ion 
in the cascade to end up at a final excitation energy £ / = EM - E-,. We may 
therefore divide the first-generation spectra in narrow intervals according to 
the final excitation energy E£. These should coincide with the bins defined 
with respect to the initial excitation energy E\. 

In the lowest excitation region (££ < 2 - 2.5 MeV), the decay takes place 
via a few discrete routes with p[M) non-zero only for M = 1 or 2. The mul-
tiplirity distribution is readily found by inspection of the 7-spectra. Working 
upwards and utilizing the information acquired in the earlier steps, one may 
determine the multiplicity distributions p{M%E\) for higher intervals: 

The nucleus, initially excited lo an energy E'm, starts the decay with & 
primary transition, temporarily ending up at the excitation energy E{. Then 
it emit* A/' - M - 1 additional statistical photons, with a probability given 
by the multiplicity distribution p(Af, El). The probability p(M, E*m) for the 
Kmup <>f states at E\ to decay via a cascade comprising totally AY cooling 
transition», can be expressed: 

/><M.F.) = i £ J V , < M - l . £ i ) (1») 

The sum runs over all bins *hich may be populated by a primary transition 
I t'i rVj) The number .V ia the total arra of the first-generation spectrum. 
*n<l V, the area within the bin corresponding to the final excitation energy 
F-t Th*- <|iiantity p}{ \f I. E}) » Ihr previously calculated probability h>t 
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the states at E}

x to complete the statistical cascade by emitting (M - 1) 
photons. 

The multiplicity distributions p{M) extracted for some of the various 
initial excitation intervals E*x after the reaction 1 MDy( 3He,a*y) 1 t f 2Dy are dis
played in fig. 7. 

When the distributions are known explicitly, it is trivial to compute the 
mean values (M) and the standard deviations <?M as functions of excita
tion energy. In subsection 6.1 these spectra are compared with the results 
extracted from the &-fold a-spectra. In the following, the sets of values de
termined using the methods based on the a-spectra and *y-spectra, will be 
denoted (M),er\f and {M',),tTja, respectively. 

A drawback of this method is that only cascades contributing to the 
7-spectra, corresponding to Af > 1 components in the distributions, are 
considered. This might give rise to significant errors at the lower excitation 
energies, where isomeric decay routes may be important. 

6 Results and discussion 
The deduced central moments (M) and tru are presented in fig. 1 as functions 
of excitation energy for the two reactions. The statistical uncertainties are 
fstimated to t% for the (Af) and 20% for the au spectra. 

The central moment spectra contain a series of very spectacular struc
tures, the physical interpretations of which are discussed below. The spectra 
from the two reactions resemble each other closely, not only qualitatively, 
but also quantitatively. This reproducibility of the results for similar sys
tems studied in two different experiments, renders confidence to the method 
and its ability to reveal general features of nuclear 7-ray multiplicity distri
bution» 

To our knowledge, this is the first time one has been able to extract both 
thr first and second moment of the statistical multiplicity distribution with 
high precision and resolution in excitation energy and spin 

6.1 Comparison of results from the two methods 
In order to uncover possible additional systematic errors and weaknesses 
.onnrctrd with the extraction technique based on the A-fold o-spectra, it i» 
useful to compare these results with those obtained using the first-generation 
y spectra The centra] moment spectra (M^. <T*$. (Af* and <rjjf are all 
• lupUyrd in fig & for the reaction , M Djr( , He.n) , M Dy and the rxcHatmn 
region E, 0 H MeV 

(''>n$idrtmm the alfttistiral uncertainties rnnnertrd with thr rrntral m«* 
mrnt« the agreement found abovr E, =: 4 MeV i» highly satisfactory The 
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deviations observed at lower excitation energies, where (M) < (A/ 7) and 
ffM • "jift may be due to several factors. 

One of these is probably the remaining 7-energy dependence in the ef
fective solid angle fi. The constant value used in the calculations has been 
determined by requiring consistency between the two sets of average mul
tiplicities, extracted by means of the fold distributions and the average 7-
energies, in the region Ex = 3 - 8 MeV, as described in subsection 4.4. For 
the lowest excitation energies, where {Ey) is small, the input ft value is some
what higher than the actual physical quantity, which increases weakly with 
Ey. This situation gives too low average multiplicities (Af), and probably 
too large relative widths <r/(M). 

Besides, the first-generation spectra may be less quantitatively reliable 
for Ex '_ 3 - 4 MeV due to a possible breakdown in the assumption about 
a population mode independent 7-decay pattern. In addition, the popula
tion of long-lived isomeric states at low excitation energy, or the 7-decay via 
such levels, will influence differently the results produced by the two tech
niques. An isomer with K = 8, strongly excited by the ( 3He,a) reaction, is 
indeed known to be present in " 2 Dy at E, - 2.2 MeV (16|. Its half-life is 
unknown, but probably far longer than the timing window defining the 07 co
incidences, since no depopulating transition has been observed. The presence 
of an isomer will effectively introduce a M = 0 component in toe multiplicity 
distribution measured by the fc-fold a-spectra (or a component correspond
ing to the multiplicity of the cascades ending up in the isomer). This will 
lower the average multiplicity and add to the width of the distribution. In 
comparison, the multiplicity distributions based on the first-generation spec
tra include only M > 1 components, and probably give too large (M) and 
too low er**M values in this region. 

The general quantitative agreement between the two methods in the re-
«ion above Ea — 4 MeV, further confirms the reliability of the method 

6.2 Physical interpretations and concealed informa
tion 

The r mt ral moment spectra represent a rich source of information about 
various aspects of nuclear behaviour Some of the features observed may 
have obvious qualitative interpretations Other types of information may lie 
hiddrn and must be extracted by motv ingenious means Some speculations 
• •n thr nature of the potentially available knowledge and methods for bringing 
it to light arr given below Comparisons with theoretical calculations will 
probably be an important toot in this connection Due to still unsolved 
problems concerning various systematic rtrors. the discussion below is of * 
ru«M> t|ttalitative nature 
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6.2.1 The multiplicity distribution below the neutron threshold 

The smooth rise in the average multiplicity with increasing excitation energy, 
and the slightly negative second derivative, are qualitatively consistent with 
the predictions of the Fermi gas model [l]. 

The relationship v\fj{M) describes the relative spread in 7-multiplicity. 
For most of the excitation region 0 - 8 MeV, this ratio is of the order of 
0.3 - 0.5, a value consistent with a near-Gaussian distribution. The fact 
that the a\f spectrum is almost flat and only increases very slowly with 
excitation energy, indicates that the multiplicity distribution is gradually 
pushed upwards without any significant broadening as the temperature rises. 
Even when taking into account the fact that the 7-energy dependence in the 
effective solid angle may exaggerate the flatness of the ØM spectrum, this 
feature is striking. The same effect is also apparent at higher excitation 
energies, whenever one xn7 channel is dominant (see subsection 6.2.2). 

A more quantitative interpretation of the (M) and &M curves can only be 
obtained by comparing them to theoretical Simulations of statistical 7-decay. 
If the actual decay is subject t J hindrance effects not taken into account in 
thr calculations, the experimental multiplicity (M) will be higher than the 
theoretical one, since on an average more decay steps are needed to reach 
the ground band. In addition, the relative width ffjf/(Af) is expected to 
br larger in thr experimental case, since such hindrance factors (e.g. the 
K selection rules) will affect some parts of the population more strongly 
than others, and enhance the spread in multiplicity. For instance, the high 
standard deviation a%g observed at low excitation energy is believed to be 
at least partly due to /f-isomer» (see subsection 6.1). It might be possib'e 
that thr strongly decreasing ratio <ful{M) is related to a gradual effective 
weakening of selection rules with rising temperature. 

We also see some small, bul apparently significant step structures super 
imposed on the otherwise smooth (M) curves, most spectacularly at E, % 7 
MrV in '"Dy Since the systematic errors mentioned are expected to evolve 
r j» thr r smoothly with excitation energy, it is unlikely that they are responsi
ble fnr thr irregularities More research is needed to determine whether the 
slope variations are signatures of real structural changes or just statistical 
anomalies Thermodynamic phase transitions in nuclear matter are prob 
ably somewhat smeared out in excitation energy due to fluctuation effect 1 
IT. |Mj It 1» not certain whether these will show up clearly as steps in thr 
\t spectrum, or rather reveal themselves in more subtle ways in the higher. 

more sensitive central moments 
Store the statistical uncertainty in the spectrum -'M) is of the order of 

IT only, thr first derivative d- \t"- !4E9 may br rxtrartrd wilh high precision. 
*s \ 'piAntilAttve measure for the changes in the decay pattern 

\( high etnt«tt*>n energy, where St n rnmponents can be uiutnnl 
neirJuiMr the Avrrage multiplicity St ran br related ir» \\\r first generation 
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spectrum /•,(£, , £4) (see eq. (18)): 

(M(E,)) = l+fdE\Pl(E„El,)(M(E,-Ell)), (19) 

where (M(EX)) is defined as the average multiplicity (M) measured at the 
excitation energy ET. The first derivative can then be written: 

«p. / J £ ;(, w„ £ ; i . f f ls^a,age , „ ( e . . 
(20) 

The two terms have different physical significance and may be related to 
different parts of the 7-ray cascade: 

The first term is a weighted sum over changes in the average multiplicity 
measured at [Ex- E*), the endpoint of the first-generation transition. Thus, 
it is connected to the second- and higher-generation 7-decay. Due to the 
averaging over the energy region covered by the first-generation spectrum, 
smearing out irregularities in the function {M(EX — E\))t this term is expected 
to vary slowly with Em. 

The second term depends directly on the evolution of the first-generation 
7-decay pattern at the excitation energy of interest. Sudden changes in nu
clear structure, affecting the primary 7-energy distribution, are expected to 
be reflected clearly as steps in this function. A shift in the first-generation 
spectrum centroid towards lower 7-energies will in general give a rise in 
d{M)jdEa, while an increase in (E\) will produce a flattening or even a 
drop in the multiplicity curve. 

In fig. 9, the two integrated terms of eq. (20) have been plotted as 
functions of excitation energy for the reaction > M Dy( , He,a) i n Dy. The first 
trrm (dashed line) shows a very smooth dependence on Em above 3 MeV As 
predicted by the Fermi gas model, il is always positive and decreasing slowly 
with rising E, The second term (solid Une) reveals larger fluctuations and 
1» mostly negative, reflecting the gradual increase in (E\) The sudden rise 
tn thr average multipbcity at EB *: 7 MeV is seen to be connected with a 
step in this second term This indicates that this irregularity is most kkrly 
t-ausrd by changes in the first'generation 7-energy distribution 

Thr two first derivatives J{M)/dEM, extracted directly from the <M 
«prctrum and calculated according lo eq (20), have been found to display 
A detailed and highly convincing consistency above £ , -*- 3 - 4 MeV. wherr 
thr first-generation method is expected lo be quantitatively reliable 

The correspondence between the slope of the average multiplicity »prc 
trum and thr crntroid of the first-generation energy distribution may be ei 
prr*!trd through an approximate, but physically more transparent relation 

J . U IE, E. I * . É i » 
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Fig. 10 exhibits the average first-generation 7-energy {E^) for the reaction 
'"Dy( 3He,rt) l f l 2Dy (dashed line) and the inverse first derivative {d(M)/dEx)~' 
uf the average multiplicity spectrum (solid line). The first-gLaeration spec
trum centroid, which represents an average of (d(M)/dEx)~1 over a wider 
excitation region, reproduces quantitatively the gross shape of the "high-
resolution" inverse derivative for Ex > 3 - 4 MeV. A flattening of the {E^} 
spectrum is apparent above Ex ~- 5.5 MeV, possibly related to the more 
sharply defined peak in d{M)/dEx at Ez - 7 MeV. 

6.2.2 The multiplicity distribution for the entire excitation region 

For excitation energies above the neutron threshold, the start point of the 
7-ray cascade is no longer well defined experimentally due to the spread in 
neutron energy. Signatures of temperature-related structural changes may 
therefore be partly or completely obicured. On the other hand, the cen
tral nioments are extremely sensitive to the competition between different 
{'He.arn-jr) reaction channels. This may provide valuable information about 
the neutron energy distributions and indirectly, about nuclear temperatures 
at various stages of the decay process. 

The successive neutron thresholds Bm, with x ~ I - 4, are marked by 
arrows in fig. 1. Each time a new neutron channel opens, a pronounced drop 
in the average multiplicity is observed. The regions where the first derivative 
<>f ' Xf) is negative, are seen lo coincide with peak structure* in the standard 
deviation spectrum ff« These peaks apparently lie on a general background 
ming with excitation energy. 

A problem in this region is that the effective solid angle Q„ for neutron 
absorption is not well determined. However, as seen from fig 6. the general 
«hape nf the central moment spectra is independent of the choice of 0„ 

Another problem is that the ('He.a) reaction mechanism at high energy 
transfcra changes from a pire neutron pick-up to a preeqoitibriura evapora 
tmn process [19, 20] The fraction of the ude-ferding going into slates with 
/ - IOA 19 no longer entirely negligible This leads to another additivr conln 
htttton Jl\f)r* to the average multiplicity, varying smoothly with excitation 
mrtmy Spin distribution» measured for the l uDy(>Hr,<t.rn7) reaction '20 
«ivr* ±M .„, - 0 03 for E4 * I 8 MeV. - 0 07 for Em * 14 - 20 MeV. 
n Ki ft if rY, 5: 20 27 MeV and - 0 3 for higher excitation energies 

Due to these sourer» of systematic mow, quantitative physical inlt*rpr«-
Ulmn» should only be attempted with caution Hownrrr. the most dominant 
frature* ran be givrn simple qualitative rxplanalions 

Nruln>n emission is intrinsically a much morr rapid process than th*-
t'mi3!*it>n '»f electromagnetic radiatmn. and tends l»> dominate whf*nev»*t rn 
•Titrtti «lly ptvoihlr The «taltsliral 1 f»T rajradr «lart* only when thffr i< 
ru- l"fn(rr rnmifch rnefRy Available t«> evaporate *n'>th*,f neutron 

In A narrow frui.>n ju«t ftbiivr ihr fif*t o«*ntt">n threshold /*,„ *• iny* 
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will still be able to compete with neutron emission, due to the low level 
density of the daughter nucleus and low transmission coefficients for low-
energy neutrons encountering the nuclear surface. Decay by *r-ray emission, 
starting at high ET in the original isotope AX, will take place via a statistical 
cascade of high average multiplicity. Neutron evaporation will populate the 
daughter isotope A~l X at low excitation energy, and a very short cascade will 
be sufficient to bring the nucleus down to the yrast line. Because of this low-
multiplicity contribution from the ln7 channel, the average multiplicity {M) 
will drop sharply when the threshold B\n is crossed. The two components of 
the multiplicity distributions, having widely different centroids, will give rise 
to a dramatic increase in the standard deviation <r*f • The width of the peak 
in the (TM spectrum is a measure for the width of the excitation interval with 
significant competition between the two decay modes. 

At the higher neutron thresholds B„ [x > 2), tbe drops in average 
multiplicity become shallower and less abrupt, and the peaks in the standard 
deviation spectrum grow broader. In the region above each threshold, the 
situation is in principle equivalent to the one described above, with two 
for even three) decay channels ((x-2)n*)r), ( x - l ) n T and xni competing. 
Thr decay channel ultimately chosen by the nucleus depends on the kinetic 
f*nergy of the first neutron(s) in the cascade. Due to the variance in neutron 
energy, the competition between tbe various channels occur over always wider 
excitation intervals. The peak widths are related to the combined energy 
»prrad »f the first \i - 1) neutrons emitted. 

The rising "background" in the <?u spectrum may be understood quali
tatively by considering the following: Even in regions where one « • > channel 
1* totally dominating, the entry region into the final daughter nucleus will 
exhibit a certain spread in excitation energy The multiplicity distribution 
will he 4 superposition of many components with different •> cascade start 
point* And different centroids, leading to a large total width This may br 
thr explanation for the segment with oH % 0 9 11 between Bjm and iiin 

Above ft*,, there is probably no region free of competition between two or 
iimrr decay channels The 2nf channel » known to extend well above the 
fUn threshold [21. 22{ Accordingly, the peak structure» merge and <r*f never 
AKain drops down to the base level 

A pnsjling observation is that the standard deviation tpectmm *** in 
• reuse* vrry slowly in region» w heir one swy channel is dominant namely 
the intervals E, - 10 15 MrV for I he In channel and £ , - 19 23 MeV 
f<>r the 2n channel This confirm» the picture from the On channel, with 
<t multiplicity distribution drilling steadily upward» with excitation energy. 
hut with a nearly constant width 

Another remarkable point is that the "*background" V w l wro above /*,„ 
j* «lightly lower than below \t*nt * ** *) . w i > though thr mtry trspon mu<t 
hr 4<>nifwh*t broadened by the energy «prrad of the single neutron The 
increase of thr wtdth due to this «pt^ad w estimated to be of thr ofdrt *.f 
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-- fiTf. assuming thermal equilibrium. The (rm/(M) ratio corresponding to 
a sharp entry point is apparently ~ 1 5 - 20% lower for the odd daughter 
nuclei 1 G l D y and 1 T 1 Y b than for the even mother isotopes l 6 2 D y and m Y b . 
Although we cannot exclude that this effect might be a manifestation of 
some systematic error, this feature is very interesting. If the effect is real, 
it is tempting to speculate about an odd-even difference in the operation 
• if selection rules. One possibility is that the entire population of the odd 
nucleus, having several low-lying bands with different K values, is exposed 
to approximately the same degree of K hindrance. In contrast, in the even 
nucleus the low-A' part of the population is allowed to decay directly down 
t<> the A' 0 ground band, while the high-if part is forced to go via several 
intermediate steps. This gives rise to a larger relative spread in 7 -mult i pli city. 

Th<* above speculations are of course just scratching the surface of the 
abundance of information residing in the central moment spectra. In order 
to understand more fully the complex relationship between nuclear structure 
and reaction dynamics, neutron energies and 7-ray multiplicity distributions, 
the experimental data must be supplemented with elaborate simulations of 
statistical decay 

7 Summary and conclusions 
Thr- mam objective of this work has been to study the statistical mullipucily 

iltRtribution as a function of intrinsic excitation energy The specific systems 
investigated have been deformed rare-earth nuclei at tow spin and at £*, == (> 
10 MrV, producrd by means of the (*He,a) reaction 

On basi» of the fr-fold coincident ejeetile spectra, the central moments of 
thr «tatt»hrat multiplicity distribution have been determined for the entire 
rjtntalion region populated by the reaction, using the formalism described 
)>y rrU '». 6] General method» for subtracting random background and 
• fun* talk contribution» from a sel of multiplr-fold coincidences accumulated 
with a muHidetrrtnf instrument have bern developed 

Hy w*n» of thr CACTUS drtrrlof «clop at the Cyclotron Laboratory <>f 
i N]n «tihVirnt statistics ha» bern collected to extract the two lowest central 
moment» of thr mnlliphrity distribution, the crnlrmd .If and the standard 
.IrviAtmri tr.%i. with high frsoJotion in Em With the prrsml excitation **nefjty 
Km width, the statistic*] uncertain tic* t» thr n | K — --olal quantities arr \% 
»nd «"%. rrsprrtivrly 

The rrnlr&l moments air rulrrmrly urn»tIT? in rhanjp* "> thr T r«v dr 
*v pAtlrfti, And thr \f and t»m «prclf» may br mplnitrd farthrr In obtain 

Knowledge «brttit rtarlrar behavmur at r»nr*i** exritalHm rnrfnir» Il*-J..w 
thr fint nnitr<->n threshold temperaturr trUtrd «-hangr* in nuclear i t r u M u f 
may *h'>w t»p a» trTrtcrahtnttr* in the VI of # w enrrrv of a» drnalH>n* ft'-m 
th*-*'f*'tt<-.*l pfrdt»-tn>n« F«.*mplr« «f <i»cr> <-h.*n«r^ c«wld br thrftnodrnamK 
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phase transitions or jumps in the degree of configuration mixing. For higher 
rxritation energies, the shape of the central moment spectra is mainly con
nected to the kinetic energy distributions of neutrons evaporated from the 
heated nuclear system. 

In summary, the procedure presented in this work allows us to extract the 
central moments of the statistical multiplicity distribution with high precision 
as functions of Ex. Furthermore, the results represent a promising tool for 
detailed quantitative investigations of the propertiei of hot nuclei. 

The authors are grateful to Professor R. Tangen for the making of ex
cellent targets and to Mr. E. A. Olsen and Mr. J. C. Wikne for their efforts 
with the accelerator. 
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Tables: 

Table 1: The 2 2 different prompt /non-prompt combinations for two-fold 
events, each defining a unique two-dimensional window in the time spectrum, 
and the corresponding true/random combinations. 

Prompt 
window 

Delayed 
window 

True 
7-rays 

Random 
7-rays 

t,,t. tut, 

h h 
tut. 

t, t, t- t, 

h <i h «1 

h,h tuh 

Table 2: The probability for 77 coincidences, expressed as the ratio experi
mental yield / geometric occurrence, as a function of the interdetector angle 
;it measured for the reaction 1 MDy( aHe,azn) l 6 a"*Dy. The ratio is normalized 
to unity at ft - 144°, where the probability for cross-talk is assumed to be 
zero 

36° 72° 108° 144° 180° 
M9 LOSS 1.004 1.000 1.030 
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Table 3 : Ratios between experimental yield and geometr" probability (S^j/G^J), 
for the various configuration types found among 2- and 3-fold events. The 
numbers are measured for the reaction 1 6 3 Dy( 3 He,a7) 1 6 2 Dy. 

Configuration Number of Number of Normalized ratio 
type m; ij realizations G™ events SJ? SX/G* 

2;00 195 348062 1.00 
2;01 70 203792 1.63 
2;10 113 212601 1.05 
3;00 268 5502 1.00 
3;01 774 23319 1.47 
3;10 951 19966 1.02 
3;11 396 12594 1.55 
3;20 420 8902 1.03 
3;03 42 2827 3.28 
3;12 163 7871 2.35 
3;21 198 6703 1.65 
3;30 64 1495 1.14 
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Figure captions: 

Fig. 1) The centroid (A/) (solid line) and standard deviation ØM (dashed 
line) of the statistical multiplicity distribution as functions of excitation 
energy, for the reactions 1 6 3Dy( 3He,arn-r) and I 7 3Yb( 3He,a;cn7). The 
arrows indicate the neutron thresholds. 

Fig. 2) The two-dimensional time spectrum for two-fold coincidences in the 
reaction 1 6 3Dy( 3He,axn7). The 22 = 4 two-dimensional windows re
ferred to in the text are indicated as squares in the contour plot. 

Fig. 3) Examples of detector configurations and their labelling according 
to the m,ij scheme. 

Fig. 4) The spectra Sm with m = 2,3, summed over all indices i,j, for the 
reaction , a 3 Dy( 3 He,azm). The contributions from 0 (to be added to 
the Fi,=m spectrum), 1 (to be added to the Fk=m-\ spectrum) and 2 
interdetector scatterings are indicated. 

Fig. 5) Final fc-fold a-spcctra for the reaction , 6 3Dy( 3He,azn-T), corrected 
frir random background, neutrons and cross-talk contributions. 

Fig. 0) The centroids (Af) and standard deviations <TM before (solid lines) 
and after (dashed lines) the subtraction of neutron contributions, for 
the reaction 1"JDy(3He,arn*y). An effective neutron solid angle of fin 

0 2fl has been assumed. 

Fig. 7) A selection of the multiplicity distributions determined by means 
»f the first-general ion ->-spectra frum the reaction I* sDy( 3Hc,or7) l"Dy 
Thr average excitation energies of the various bins (width 0.24 MeVJ 
arr given in the figure. 

Fig. 8) Companion of the central moments (Af), CM (•olid lines) and (AP-, 
T,I, (dashed line») extracted from the 4-fold «spectra and the first-
grnrration yspettr», respectively, for the reaction 1* 3Dy( 3He,<r7) , MDy 

Fig. 0) The two terms comprising the first derivative d(Sf)fdE, of thr 
average multiplicity, deduced according lo cq (20), for the reaction 
" , i lDy( lne,«n) ,* ,Dy The fir»t term (dashed line) i> mainly conncctrd 
with the wrnn'J and higher-generation decay, the second term (solid 
line) with the nrst generation radiation The region below E, -~ 3 
MrV (thin lines), where the first-generation method u unreliable, may 
<<>ntain nn physical r fleets, but is included for completeness 
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Fig. 10) The average first-generation 7-energy (E*) for the reaction 
1 6 3Dy{ 3He,Q7) 1 6 2Dy, extracted directly from the first-generation spec
tra (dashed line), and approximated by means of tiie inverse first deriva
tive (d(M)/dBx)~l of the (M) spectrum (solid line). The region below 
Ex ~- 3 MeV (thin lines) raay contain unphysical effects, but is included 
for completeness. 
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T.S.Tveter et o l . Fig. 6 
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